“The most realistic book about an autistic character that I’ve ever read.”

Mapping Charlie
A novel by Jane Meyerding

A faceblind autistic woman finds herself suspected of murder and,
in the process of defending herself, finds a friend.
Written by a faceblind woman diagnosed autistic in middle-age, this novel aims to entertain while offering
readers the opportunity to get to know one autistic person as the unique individual she is (and we all are).
From Amazon.com reviews:
…the most realistic book about an autistic character that I've ever read. And I've read them all!…Yes, Kay is
ONE person with autism. But she is a realistic person, not a caricature, as so many other "autistic" heroes and
heroines seem to be…
I really cared about the characters and could not put this book down - very compelling.
It's a wonderful mystery novel that really pulled me in. The writing is clean and non-intrusive and the story is
extremely accessible. It's such a cliché to say "I couldn't put it down" but that's how I felt. Nothing could
distract me when I was reading this story.

Available from Amazon.com & Lulu.com
(preview and pdf version available at Lulu.com; pdf can be altered for e-readers).
Direct links for purchase options can be found on the author’s website:
http://www.planetautism.com/jane/

Forest for the Trees
sequel to Mapping Charlie, by Jane Meyerding
Kay Schneider, protagonist of Mapping Charlie, is back in a second tale of murder, friendship, and detection.
Not the suspect herself this time, she is drawn into the role of amateur sleuth by a friend of the man whose
guilt seems proved beyond doubt by incontrovertible evidence. Kay has certain disadvantages, one of which is
often not being able to recognize people, even when she knows them. But her autistic neurology also leads her
into investigative paths unexplored by those around her. In this case, one of those paths leads her – and her
service dog – right into mortal danger.

Available as paperback and ebook
from Amazon.com & buybooksontheweb.com.
Direct links for purchase options can be found on the author’s website:
http://www.planetautism.com/jane/
Coming soon: Kay returns in a third adventure, learning to advocate for another autistic who
finds himself in peril – and sharing that danger in the process.

